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Abstract 

Corporate identity is one of the most useful and importat thing. A corporate identity is the overall image of a corporation, firm or business 
in the minds of diverse publics, such as customers, investors and employees. It is a primary task of the corporate communications 
department to maintain and build this identity to accord with and facilitate the attainment of business objectives. It is usually visibly 
manifested by way of branding and the use of trademarks. Companys use corporate identity to look individual. But companies need to be 
individual, to attract new customers, to be recognizable, to have own style. This work shows all the stages of development of corporate 
identity and logo [1]. 
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1 General 

The main aim of this work was – to make special, bisiness-
like and unique design for educational center - Riga educa-
tional and guidance center. This center manages and organi-
zes qualification improvement of teachers in Riga. 

There was tasks what author should do: 
1. Study and analysis of the theory 
2. Getting information about the company 
3. Make interview with customer 
4. Analysis of the elements of corporate identity of the 

company 
5. Analyze business analogues 
6. Creation logo and main elements of corporate identity 
First step in creating logo was to analyse other educational 

centers. Learn more information about logotype creation and 
how to create a good, eyecatching corporal identity. After 
analysing other companies logotype, author has noticed, that 
all educational centers do not have corporate identity, or have, 
but not whole. So in this work the main aim was to create 
whole corporate identity, to make center recognizable and 
competitive. Creating a logotype, it was necessary to show 
that the center is connected with people and society. Author 
use silhouette of a man. The color of logotype is blue. The 
blue color symbolizes authority, calmness, confidence, loyal-
ty, recognition, honor, trust, and even force [2]. 

Creating whole Corporate Identity, author choose grey 
colour for the backgroung, because it`s does not distract 
attention from the logo and goes well with blue. To make 
the corporate identity look different, author added blue-
green circles that form the pattern. All documents have logo 
and contact information about educational center.  

Second task was to design some souvenirs:  
 Banner 

 Booklet 
 Certificate 
 Table and pocket calendars 
 Signage 
 Card 
 Cup 
 Umbrella 
 Handle 
 Advertising on the car 
 Promotional stand 
 T-shirt 
 Badge 
This thing will help the center to be more memorable 

and stylish. These gifts can give on the contests and com-
petitions, which holds Riga educational and guidance center.  

To summarize, author has anylized other companies lo-
go, learned more about logotype and corporate identity crea-
tion, author has interviewed customer about their prefers. 
Author try to make a logotype based on customers will and 
on own knowleadges about logotype and corporate identity 
creation. In the result, there was created the whole corporate 
idenity for educational and guidance center, which will help 
to make the center a recognizable and memorable.  

2 Conclusions 

All companies need the corporate identity. Because com-
pany should stand out from the competition and be recog-
nizable and memorable. Corporate identity consists of a set 
of documents and souvenirs. For the development the cor-
porate identity, company needs logotype to identify indivi-
dual style. The color of logotype is important – the meaning 
of the color and the influence to the customer. All items are 
important to the creation of corporate identity [3]. 
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